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2024 Grand Design Solitude 310GK $125,305
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Description 2024 Grand Design Solitude 310GK, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 310GK
highlights: Tri-Fold Sofa Kitchen Island Oversized Pantry Flip-Top Dresser
fireplace Traveling for long periods at a time is made easy with this gourmet
kitchen that can feed your entire group a holiday meal! The professional-grade
stainless steel cooktop with a built-in 24" residential oven, microwave, 12V 20 cu.
ft. refrigerator, and a kitchen island offers everything you will need to enjoy
cooking for your family and guests. There is abundant storage throughout
multiple overhead cabinets, a kitchen pantry and hutch, show storage under the
interior steps, a bath linen cabinet for your towels, and in the front master
bedroom which features a large closet. In the bedroom there is also a queen bed
on a slide for added space to sleep comfortable at night, or you may choose an
optional king bed if you enjoy more space. You will also find a closet prepped for
an optional washer/dryer, large wardrobe, plus a flip-top dresser with an LED TV
above. In the bathroom, enjoy a hot shower with a flip-up teak seat and overhead
skylight, plus a vanity with sink. Two nice awnings will provide outdoor living
space keeping you protected from the sun and rain, and you can add an optional
pull-out kitchen to enjoy convenient cooking outdoors as well. Each Solitude fifth
wheel by Grand Design features a 101" wide-body construction, heavy duty 7,000
lb. axles, frameless tinted windows, and high-gloss gel coat sidewalls. You can
camp year around thanks to the Weather-Tek Package that includes a 35K BTU
high-capacity furnace, an all-in-one enclosed and heated utility center, and a fully
enclosed underbelly with heated tanks and storage. Inside, you'll love the
premium roller shades, hardwood cabinet doors, solid surface countertops and
sinks, plus residential finishes throughout to make you truly feel at home. Each
model also includes a MORryde CRE3000 suspension system, self adjusting
brakes, and a MORryde pin box that will provide smooth towing from home to
campground. Affordable luxury is possible with the Solitude fifth wheels; choose
yours today!

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 91444
VIN Number: 573FS3626RAA17063
Condition: New
Length: 34
GVW: 15000
Sleeps: 4
Slideouts: 3

Item address , Conway, South Carolina, United States
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